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Abstract. Activity recommendation in business process modeling is
concerned with suggesting suitable labels for a new activity inserted by
a modeler in a process model under development. Recently, it has been
proposed to represent process model repositories as knowledge graphs,
which makes it possible to address the activity-recommendation problem
as a knowledge graph completion task. However, existing recommenda-
tion approaches are entirely dependent on the knowledge contained in
the model repository used for training. This makes them rigid in general
and even inapplicable in situations where a process model consists of un-
seen activities, which were not part of the repository used for training.
In this paper, we avoid these issues by recognizing that the semantics
contained in process models can be used to instead pose the activity-
recommendation problem as a set of textual sequence-to-sequence tasks.
This enables the application of transfer-learning techniques from natural
language processing, which allows for recommendations that go beyond
the activities contained in an available repository. We operationalize this
with an activity-recommendation approach that employs a pre-trained
language model at its core, and uses the representations of process knowl-
edge as structured graphs combined with the natural-language-based se-
mantics of process models. In an experimental evaluation, we show that
our approach considerably outperforms the state of the art in terms of
semantic accuracy of the recommendations and that it is able to recom-
mend and handle activity labels that go beyond the vocabulary of the
model repository used during training.

Keywords: activity recommendation · process models · semantic pro-
cess analysis · language models · sequence-to-sequence models

1 Introduction

All organizations, from enterprises to governmental institutions, to healthcare
providers, perform processes to deliver services or products to their internal
and external customers [10]. Each of these processes consists of a number of
activities, which jointly turn an initial trigger into a desired outcome, such as
order-to-cash, purchase-to-pay, or ticket-to-resolution. Process models are widely
used artifacts to capture information on such processes, since they represent
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Fig. 1: A business process model under development

the semantics of a process in a structured manner, typically in the form of
BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) models or Petri nets. As graph-
based process representations, they are a suitable basis for a variety of purposes,
including process execution support, analysis, and improvement [8].

However, establishing process models is known to be a time-consuming and
error-prone task [16, 17], in part due to its dependence on knowledge from do-
main experts, who are typically not familiar with process modeling itself [10,44].
Furthermore, in cross-departmental settings, ensuring clarity and consistency in
established process models is even harder [42], yet also crucial to avoid that
process execution and analysis are conducted based on incorrect, incomplete, or
inconsistent models [1, 5]. Recognizing these issues, various methods have been
proposed to support process modelers, which include methods that identify syn-
tactic issues [12, 29] or provide modeling recommendations [15] in the form of
suggestions on how to expand a process model under development.

Activity recommendation represents the most common instantiation of such
recommendation support [9,47,52], which aims to suggest suitable labels for new
activities placed by modelers. Figure 1 shows an instance of this. The BPMN
model in the figure depicts a process that starts when a claim has been received,
after which various activities are performed to handle the claim. This involves a
decision point, indicated by an XOR-split gateway (diamond shape with an X ),
where a claim is either rejected, or its payment is authorized and scheduled.
Following this decision, the model synchronizes the two branches using an XOR-
join gateway. After this gateway, a new activity has been inserted, for which
the activity-recommendation task is to suggest one or more suitable labels. As
shown, a recommended label is “Notify about outcome”. This label is fitting,
because the preceding nodes indicate that the outcome of a claim has been
determined, after which it is natural to inform the claimant.

To provide such recommendations, approaches typically extract knowledge
from a repository of existing process models. This allows them to mine rela-
tions between activities in the available models and use the learned patterns
to provide recommendations in the form of labels contained in the repository
at hand [9,18,46,52]. However, such approaches are restricted to the knowledge
contained in the model repository available for training, which is a strong limita-
tion and results in two key issues. First, this makes these approaches inapplicable
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in situations where a process model under development entirely consists of ac-
tivities that were not included in the repository’s models, since the extracted
knowledge cannot be used to make a recommendation in these cases. Second,
existing approaches can only recommend activity labels (or, at best, combina-
tions of label parts) that are already present in the available model repository,
which leads to poor recommendations for process models that strongly differ
from those in the repository.

To overcome these issues, an activity-recommendation approach should ex-
tend its recommendation capabilities to models and activities beyond those con-
tained in the available training data. To achieve this, we propose to capture an
instance of the activity-recommendation problem as a set of textual sequence-
to-sequence tasks, which enables the application of transfer-learning techniques
from natural language processing (NLP). Transfer learning, where a model is
first pre-trained on a data-rich task to develop general-purpose abilities and
then fine-tuned on a downstream task, has emerged as a powerful technique
in NLP [43]. By applying such techniques to the activity-recommendation prob-
lem, we can use the general-purpose knowledge of pre-trained language models
as an additional source to the problem-specific knowledge contained in a pro-
cess model repository, thus enabling us to provide relevant recommendations in
more settings.

We operationalize this by introducing BPART5 – aBusinessProcessActivity
Recommendation approach using the pre-trained language model T5 [43]. Us-
ing the—to this date—largest publicly available collection of process models, we
evaluate the performance of BPART5 and compare it to a state-of-the-art rule-
based approach for activity recommendation. The results reveal that BPART5
outperforms the rule-based approach in generating relevant recommendations in
terms of semantic accuracy. Furthermore, we show that it is able to leverage the
knowledge contained in the pre-trained language model to generate recommen-
dations that go beyond the vocabulary of the model repository used for training.
Specifically, BPART5 recommended numerous activities that were not present
in the training data and was also able to provide better recommendations for
process models consisting of unseen activities.

2 Background and Related Work

The semantics of a process model follow from the combination of two aspects [50]:
the formal semantics of a modeling notation, which dictate how a modeled pro-
cess should be executed (e.g., capturing the execution flow, including choices and
concurrency), and the label semantics of individual model elements, which cap-
ture the meaning of the individual parts of a process model through natural lan-
guage text. This dual nature opens up various opportunities for the integration of
semantic technologies in process modeling and analysis, as, e.g., outlined in the
overviews by Fellmann et al. [13, 14]. Research directions in this context range
from the development of an ontology for business process representation [2], the
automated construction of process knowledge graphs [3], and general-purpose
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business process representation learning [41], to problem-specific applications of
semantic technologies, such as for process model matching [30], process model
similarity [11], and the focal point of our work: activity recommendation.

In the following, we consider how both aspects of process model semantics are
considered by existing activity-recommendation approaches, focusing on meth-
ods exploiting formal model semantics in Section 2.1 and those that additionally
incorporate label semantics in Section 2.2.

2.1 Activity recommendation based on formal semantics

Several activity-recommendation approaches use the formal semantics of pro-
cess models to abstract them to directed graphs, followed by the application
of graph-mining techniques to extract structural patterns from process models.
Such approaches use, for example, common subgraph distance [6] or edit dis-
tance [6, 9, 32] to determine the similarity of extracted patterns from a given
model repository and a process model under development. However, activity-
recommendation approaches using graph-mining techniques reach their limits
when applied to large repositories consisting of thousands of process models [52].

Another way of handling the formal semantics of a process models is the
use of embeddings or rules. Wang et al. developed a representation-learning-
based recommendation approach named RLRecommender [52], which embeds
activities and relations between them. While their approach bases the recom-
mendations of activities on one previous activity in the process model under de-
velopment only, the rule-based approach from our earlier work [46] considers the
entire process model under development when generating activity recommenda-
tions, which leads to better recommendations results. Based on problem-specific
rule templates, our rule-based approach learns logical rules that capture activity
inter-relations from the process models in a repository and applies the learned
patterns to the model under development to generate activity recommendations.

Moreover, we show in an experimental study [45] that standard rule- and
embedding-based knowledge graph completion methods can be applied to the
activity-recommendation problem out of the box, but are not flexible enough
to completely adapt to it. Compared to RLRecommender [52] and our rule-
based approach [46], both specifically designed for activity recommendation, the
knowledge graph completion methods performed comparably poor.

2.2 Activity recommendation based on label semantics

Several works go beyond the consideration of formal semantics, by also taking
label semantics for activity recommendation into account.

In an extension of our rule-based approach [47], we generalize the information
contained within activities of a repository. Through an additional analysis of the
natural-language-based semantics of activities, actions and business-object pat-
terns in the use of activity labels are leveraged to recommend also combinations
of actions and business objects used in the repository.
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Goldstein et al. [18] developed an approach that leverages semantic similar-
ity of sequences in process models using the pre-trained language model Univer-
sal Sentence Encoder (USE) [7] and evaluated it both in experiments and in a
user study [19]. Their approach compares an input sequence to the sequences in
the training repository, recommending the label that followed the most similar
training sequence. While their approach represents a first step towards the use of
transfer-learning techniques from NLP for activity recommendation, it is limited
to the use of a pre-trained language model without fine-tuning and recommen-
dations of activities that exist in the given model repository for training.

3 Problem Statement

Our work is independent of a specific process modeling notation, which we
achieve by representing process models as directed attributed graphs:

Definition 1 (Process model). Let L be the universe of node labels and T be
a set of node types. A process model is a tuple M = (N,A,E, τ, λ), where
– N is a set of nodes,
– A ⊆ N is a set of activity nodes,
– E ⊆ N×N is a set of directed edges, such that all nodes of N are connected,
– τ : N → T is a function that maps a node to a type, and
– λ : N → L is a function that maps a node to a label.

This definition explicitly captures the set of activity nodes A, since these nodes
are core to activity recommendation. Depending on the modeling notation, this
set may contain nodes of multiple types, i.e., there exists a subset of activity
types, TA ⊆ T , such that A = {n ∈ N | τ(n) ∈ TA}. For example, for BPMN,
set A includes, among others, tasks (e.g., reject claim) and events (e.g., claim
received), whereas gateways (e.g., XOR splits) are not included in A. Note that
the edges in E can capture a partial order between nodes in N , to allow for
concurrency and alternative executions paths in a process, such as the two choices
following the XOR split in Figure 1. We use •n = {m ∈ N | (m,n) ∈ E} to denote
the pre-set of a node n ∈ N , i.e., the set of all nodes preceding n in the model.

Activity recommendation targets a situation in which a process model under
development contains exactly one activity node that has not yet received a label3,
such as seen in Figure 1. We refer to such a model as an incomplete process model :

Definition 2 (Incomplete process model). An incomplete process model
MI = (N,A,E, τ, λ, n̂) is a process model (N,A,E, τ, λ) that has exactly one
unlabeled activity node n̂ ∈ A with a non-empty preset, i.e., λ(n) ∈ L is given
for all n ∈ N \ {n̂}, λ(n̂) = ⊥ and • n̂ ̸= ∅.

Given an incomplete process model MI , the activity-recommendation problem is
to suggest one or more suitable labels for the unlabeled activity node n̂.

3 Note that process model nodes may have empty labels (λ(n) = ϵ), such as the
XOR-join in Figure 1, which is different from a node being unlabeled (λ(n) = ⊥).
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4 The BPART5 Approach

This section presents our proposed BPART5 approach for activity recommen-
dation, which uses the pre-trained sequence-to-sequence language model T5 at
its core. Since T5 requires totally ordered, textual sequences as input, whereas
process model nodes can be partially ordered, Section 4.1 describes how we lift
activity recommendation to the format of sequence-to-sequence tasks. In Sec-
tion 4.2, we describe how we use this procedure to fine-tune T5 for activity
recommendation based on process knowledge encoded in a process model repos-
itory. Finally, Section 4.3 describes how we use our fine-tuned T5 model to solve
instances of the activity-recommendation problem, for which we first solve mul-
tiple sequence-to-sequence tasks, whose results we then aggregate in order to
return one or more label recommendations.

4.1 Sequence-to-sequence tasks for activity recommendation

Sequence-to-sequence tasks are concerned with finding a model that maps a se-
quence of inputs (x1, . . . , xT ) to a sequence of outputs (y1, . . . , yT ′ ), where the
output length T ′ is unknown a priori and may differ from the input length T [49].
A classic example of a sequence-to-sequence problem from the NLP field is ma-
chine translation, where the input sequence is given by text in a source language
and the output sequence is the translated text in a target language.

In the context of activity recommendation, the output sequence corresponds
to the activity label λ(n̂) to be recommended for node n̂, which consists of one
or more words, e.g., “notify about outcome”. Defining the input sequence is more
complex, though, since the input to an activity-recommendation task consists of
an incomplete process model MI , whose nodes may be partially ordered, rather
than form a single sequence.

To overcome this, we turn a single activity-recommendation task into one
or more sequence-to-sequence tasks. For this, we first extract multiple node se-
quences from MI that each end in n̂. Formally, we write that Sn̂

l = (n1, . . . , nl)
is a node sequence of length l, ending in node n̂ (nl = n̂), for which it must hold
that ni ∈ •ni+1 for all i = 1, . . . , l − 1. Finally, since an input sequence should
consist of text, rather than of model nodes, we then apply verbalization to the
node sequence, which strings together the types and (cleaned) labels of the nodes
in Sn̂

l , i.e., τ(n1) λ(n1) . . . τ(nl−1) λ(nl−1) τ(n̂). For example, using sequences
of length four, we obtain two verbalized input sequences for the recommendation
problem in Figure 1:
– “task authorize repair task schedule payment xor task”
– “xor valid claim task reject claim xor task”

We use this notion of sequence extraction and verbalization to fine-tune T5 for
activity recommendation, as described next.

4.2 Fine-tuning T5 for activity recommendation

For our approach, we use the sequence-to-sequence language model T5, which is
based on the transformer architecture introduced by Vaswani et al. [51]. T5 is
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pre-trained on a set of unsupervised and supervised tasks, where each task is con-
verted into a text-to-text format. We fine-tune T5 for activity recommendation
by extracting a large number of sequence-to-sequence tasks from the models in
an available process model repository M. Specifically, for each model M ∈ M,
we extract all possible sequences of a certain length l that end in an activity
node, i.e., (n1, . . . , nl) with nl ∈ A. Afterwards, we apply verbalization on this
node sequence to get the textual input sequence, as described in Section 4.1,
whereas the output sequence corresponds to the label of nl.

Fig. 2: An order-to-cash process model

As an example, consider the exemplary training process model depicted in
Figure 2. Setting l = 4, the model contains nine sequences of length four that
end in an activity node. After verbalization, these result in the following textual
(input,output) sequences we can use to fine-tune T5:
– (start purchase order received task check stock availability xor items in stock task,

confirm order)
– (start purchase order received task check stock availability xor items in stock task,

reject order)
– (task check stock availability xor items in stock task reject order end, purchase

order processed)
– (xor items in stock task confirm order and task, ship goods)
– (xor items in stock task confirm order and task, emit invoice)
– (and task ship goods and task, archive order)
– (and task emit invoice and task, archive order)
– (task ship goods and task archive order end, purchase order processed)
– (task emit invoice and task archive order end, purchase order processed)

4.3 Generating label recommendations

Given an incomplete process model MI with an unlabeled activity node n̂, for
which we want to provide label recommendations, we first extract all sequences
of length l that end in n̂. We then verbalize all these sequences and feed the
resulting input sequences as sequence-to-sequence tasks into our fine-tuned T5
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model. For instance, for the example of Figure 1, this results in the two input
sequences described earlier when using l = 4, which are:
– I1: task authorize repair task schedule payment xor task
– I2: xor valid claim task reject claim xor task

Output sequence generation. We solve the individual sequence-to-sequence
tasks by feeding each input sequence into our fine-tuned T5 model, generating 10
alternative output sequences, i.e., 10 possible labels, per input. To do this, we
use beam search [20] as a decoding method, with beam width w = 10. The beam
search algorithm uses conditional probabilities to track the w most likely output
sequences at each generation step.

A downside of the beam search algorithm is that it can lead to output se-
quences that repeat words or even short sequences, i.e., n-grams. Following ac-
tivity labeling convention [36, 37, 42], we favor the suggestion of short labels
that do not contain any recurring terms. For example, rather than suggesting
labels such as “check passport and check visa”, our approach would suggest the
non-repetitive alternative: “check passport and visa”. To achieve this, we apply
n-gram penalties [26,40] during beam search. Specifically, we penalize the repe-
tition of n-grams of any size (including single words) by setting the probability
of next words that are already included in the output sequence to zero.

Tables 1a and 1b show the alternative output sequences (and probabilities)
that the fine-tuned T5 model generates for input sequences I1 and I2.

Output sequences for I1 Score

notify about outcome 0.64
send notification 0.48
inform about outcome 0.47
send claim rejection 0.38
submit claim to system 0.37
notify claim rejection 0.37
notify customer 0.36
send email notification 0.36
submit claim to management 0.34
notify claimant 0.33

(a) Output sequences and
probabilities based on I1

Output sequences for I2 Score

send email to customer 0.46
email notification 0.46
notify about outcome 0.42
send email to client 0.40
customer notified 0.36
email 0.34
notification sent to customer 0.31
process end 0.29
send email notification 0.28
process claim 0.26

(b) Output sequences and
probabilities based on I2

Label recommendations Score

notify about outcome 0.64 (0.42)
send notification 0.48
inform about outcome 0.47
send email to customer 0.46
email notification 0.46
send email to client 0.40
send claim rejection 0.38
submit claim to system 0.37
notify claim rejection 0.37
send email notification 0.36 (0.28)

(c) Final list of label rec-
ommendations

Table 1: From two lists of T5-generated output sequences to one list of label
recommendations using maximum strategy

Result aggregation. Finally, we aggregate the different lists of output se-
quences, obtained by using beam search to solve individual sequence-to-sequence
tasks, in order to end up with a single list of recommended activity labels. To
do this, we aggregate the contents of the lists using a maximum strategy, which
is commonly used by rule-based methods to rank proposed entities according to
the different confidence values of the rules that suggested them [35,38,46].

To apply the maximum strategy, we establish an aggregated recommenda-
tion list, sorted according to the maximal probability score that a recommended
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label received. For instance, the notify about outcome label receives a score of
0.64, from the output sequences generated for I1, although the label also ap-
pears in I2’s list, yet with a score of 0.42. If two recommendations have the
same maximum probability, we sort them based on their second-highest prob-
ability, if available. Analogously, if two recommendations share maximum and
second-highest probability, we continue until we find a probability that makes a
difference. In the end, BPART5 thus provides a list of ten label recommenda-
tions for the unlabeled node n̂ that are the most probable candidates, according
to the sequences contained in the model under development, the fine-tuned T5
model, and the maximum aggregation strategy.

The final list obtained for the running example is shown in Table 1c. Notably,
the top five recommendations represent alternative manners to inform an appli-
cant, e.g., in the form of notify about outcome, send notification, or send email
to customer, which indeed appears to be the appropriate process step given the
current state of the process model under development.

5 Experimental Study

In our experimental study4, we evaluate the performance of BPART5 and com-
pare it to the state-of-the-art approach from our earlier work [47]. We first de-
scribe the used dataset (Section 5.1), the experimental setup (Section 5.2) and
the employed metrics (Section 5.3). Finally, we present the results of our exper-
iments in Section 5.4.

5.1 Dataset

For our experimental evaluation, we employ the SAP Signavio Academic Models
(SAP-SAM) [24] dataset. SAP-SAM is the—to this date—largest publicly avail-
able collection of business process models, which consists of over one million
process models in different modeling notations and languages.

SAP-SAM contains models of varying complexity and quality. For our exper-
iments, we aim to use a subset of the dataset where certain process modeling
standards, as proposed in established work [36], are met. Following the recom-
mendations for usage of the dataset provided by its publishers [48], we thus
filter the dataset as follows. We select all BPMN 2.0 models in English with
three to 30 nodes (including gateways), where each activity label is composed
of at least three non-empty characters. In addition, we exclude default vendor-
provided example models included in SAP-SAM5. Note that for filtering and
pre-processing the models of SAP-SAM we apply label cleaning, in which we
turn non-alphanumeric characters into whitespace, handle special cases as line

4 We provide the source code of the employed implementation under this link: https:
//github.com/disola/bpart5.

5 SAP-SAM contains a high number of vendor-provided example models. The publish-
ers of the dataset recommend sorting them out as they negatively affect the diversity
of the dataset.

https://github.com/disola/bpart5
https://github.com/disola/bpart5
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breaks, change all letters into lowercase and delete unnecessary whitespace. This
results in a filtered dataset, which consists of 77,239 process models containing
an average of 14.7 nodes (median: 13) and a total of 241,283 unique node labels
with an average length of 26.5 characters (median: 24).

5.2 Experimental setup

Evaluated approaches. In our experiments, we choose a sequence length l=4
for our BPART5 approach, i.e., we extract sequences of length four that end in
node n̂. This choice follows findings from prior research [18], which showed that
considering three previous nodes for activity recommendation works well across
different datasets.

We compare BPART5 to the rule-based approach from our earlier work [47],
which has been shown to outperform several other recommendation approaches
[22, 23, 45, 46, 52]. We also wanted to include the approach from Goldstein et
al. [18], which is based on semantic similarity and the universal sentence encoder,
but the source code of their approach is not available online, and also the authors
did not provide us their source code after requesting it.

Implementation. Our implementation of BPART5 and the metrics uses the
Huggingface library [53]. For tokenizing sequences, we used the fast T5 tokenizer
backed by HuggingFace’s tokenizer library, which is based on Unigram [27] in
conjunction with SentencePiece [28]. We fine-tuned T5-Small6 employing the
Adam algorithm [25] with weight decay fix as introduced in [33] and constant
learning rate 0.0003. Moreover, we set the batch size to 128 and trained the model
until the validation loss did not improve for 20,000 steps. The experiments were
carried out using two Nvidia RTX A6000 GPUs.

Data split.We randomly divided the models in the filtered dataset into training,
validation, and testing splits. More precisely, we train each approach on 85 % of
the process models while we use 7.5 % of the models for validation and evaluation,
respectively. From the training split, we extracted a total of 688.584 sequences,
which we verbalized and used to fine-tune T5 for BPART5.

Evaluation procedure. The testing split consists of process models, which
the modelers have considered finished. However, we want to evaluate the ability
of approaches to generate activity recommendations for process models under
development, i.e., for incomplete process models. Given a finished process model,
we thus simulate different stages of the model construction, which is a common
practice for the evaluation of activity-recommendation approaches [18, 47]. We
use a breadth-first search inspired simulation technique, where we first select
an activity node n̂ from a finished process model as the one for which we want
to recommend labels, and hide the label of n̂. Then, we determine the shortest
sequence from a source node (a node without preset) to n̂ and denote the length
of this sequence by s. Subsequently, we remove all nodes that are not contained in

6 Compared to T5-Base with its 220 million parameters, T5-Small is a model check-
point that has only 60 million parameters.
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a sequence of length s starting from a source node and retain all other nodes and
edges between them. The remaining process model is treated as the intermediate
result of a model construction, and the task to recommend labels for the selected
node n̂ based on the remaining process model represents one evaluation case.
For each process model in the testing split, we generate several such evaluation
cases by carrying out this procedure for each activity node, where the shortest
sequence to a source node has the minimum length three. This leads to a total
of 36.143 evaluation cases, i.e., activity-recommendation tasks.

5.3 Metrics

We assess the performance of the activity-recommendation approaches using four
different metrics, namely Hits@k, BLEU@k, METEOR@k and Cos@k:

Hits@k. First, we report on the standard hit rate Hits@k [21], which is fre-
quently used in the context of activity recommendation [47, 52] as well as for
other recommendation applications, where it is sufficient that the recommenda-
tion list contains one item that the user selects [21]. Hits@k captures the propor-
tion of hits in the top-k recommendations. In other words, it is the proportion
of evaluation cases, where the ground truth, i.e., the actually used activity in a
process model, is one of the k recommendations.

BLEU@k. The BLEU [39] metric is typically used in machine translation, where
a candidate translation is compared to one or more reference translations. In the
context of activity recommendation, BLEU basically compares n-grams of the
recommended activity with n-grams of the ground-truth activity and calculates
a modified precision based on n-gram matches. Similarly to the standard hit rate
Hits@k, we can define the BLEU@k hit rate as the maximum BLEU score of the
top-k recommendations. This results in a single score for a recommendation list
of length k instead of the k BLEU scores of each recommendation in the list.

METEOR@k. Just as BLEU, the METEOR [4] metric is also typically used
to assess the quality of machine translations7. In our context, METEOR evalu-
ates the quality of an activity recommendation based on unigram matches with
the ground-truth activity. In addition to exact matches, it also considers se-
mantic similarity in the form of stemmed matches and wordnet-based synonym
matches. Analogously to BLEU@k, the meteor hit rate METEOR@k is given by
the maximum METEOR score of the first k recommendations.

Cos@k. The cosine similarity [31] requires representations of the activity rec-
ommendation and the ground-truth activity as embeddings, enabling the calcu-
lation of the similarity of the two activities in the form of the cosine similarity
of their embeddings. Cos@k is the maximum cosine similarity score of the top-k

7 Note that BLEU and METEOR are designed for the comparison of (long) sentences
or text corpora. Penalties in the definitions of the metrics can thus cause the metrics
to be (close to) zero for short activity recommendations, even if ground truth and
recommendation match. Therefore, we manually set the BLEU and METEOR scores
to 1 if a recommended activity and the ground-truth activity are an exact match.
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Recommended activity label BLEU METEOR Cosine Similarity

Notify about outcome 1.0 1.0 1.0
Send notification 0.0 0.0 0.46

Inform about outcome 0.58 0.63 0.80
Send email to customer 0.0 0.0 0.27

Table 2: Values of BLEU, METEOR and cosine similarity for different recom-
mendations given the actual used activity Notify about outcome

recommendations. In our evaluation, we use the universal sentence encoder [7]
to generate the embeddings of activities, which allows Cos@k to consider the
semantic similarity of the recommendations and the actual used activity.

Metric relevance. In a recent user study, Goldstein et al. [19] showed that the
employed metrics strongly correlate with experts’ ratings of activity recommen-
dations. Thus, they can be confidently used to measure the quality of activity
recommendations.

Employing four metrics allows us to gain different kinds of insights. The stan-
dard hit rate, Hits@k, is a strict metric in the sense that a hit is realized only if
a recommendation and the ground truth are an exact match. If, for example, a
recommendation is given by Notify about outcome while Inform about outcome
is used in the test process model, then the recommendation would not count
as a hit and the recommendation approach would be considered unsuccessful
in this case. However, given its similarity and the fact that there are several
possible manners of describing an activity with a label, the recommendation
would still be highly useful for the modeler. In this sense, the semantic hit rates
BLEU@k, METEOR@k and Cos@k are more practice-oriented. By taking the
similarity of recommendations to the ground truth into account, they measure
the semantic accuracy of the recommendations. The values of the semantic hit
rates are always bigger or equal to the Hits@k values. To illustrate the different
levels of similarity that are measured by the three semantic hit rates, Table 2
shows the values of BLEU, METEOR and cosine similarity for four exemplary
recommendations from the list in Table 1c, given that the actual used activity
label is Notify about outcome.

5.4 Evaluation results

In this section, we first consider the overall results, after which we assess how
well BPART5 deals with the key limitations it aims to address: the ability to
generate and handle activity labels not contained in the training data.

Overall results. The overall results of our experiments, in which we compare
BPART5 to the rule-based recommendation approach from our earlier work [47],
are shown in Table 3.8 Considering a recommendation list of length k=10, the
rule-based approach outperforms BPART5 by 11% in terms of the rigid hit rate

8 We performed t-tests for all reported differences between the evaluated approaches,
which showed that the differences are statistically significant (p < 0.001).
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List size Approach Hits@k BLEU@k METEOR@k cos@k

k = 10
Sola et al. [47] 0.3102 0.3358 0.4149 0.5925

BPART5 0.2800 0.3876 0.5154 0.6679

k = 1
Sola et al. [47] 0.0625 0.0714 0.1049 0.2539

BPART5 0.0322 0.1179 0.2269 0.4112

Table 3: Results of the evaluated approaches

Hits@10. However, when considering the semantic hit rates, which recognize
that activity recommendations that are semantically similar to the ground-truth
activity are also useful for modelers, then BPART5 turns out to be superior.
It outperforms the rule-based approach by 15%, 24%, and 12% in BLEU@10,
METEOR@10, and Cos@10, respectively. Turning to the hit rates for k=1, i.e.,
the hit rates of the top recommendation of each list, it is equally apparent
that the rule-based approach performs better in terms of the standard hit rate,
whereas BPART5 achieves better results in terms of the semantic hit rates.
Thus, the results indicate that the rule-based approach is more accurate in giving
recommendations that correspond exactly to the ground truth. BPART5 is better
in generating recommendations that are not an exact match but have a high
semantic similarity to the ground truth, though, which means that BPART5
provides in general more relevant recommendations.

Regarding the ranking of suitable activities within a recommendation list,
Figure 3 shows the courses of the standard hit rate Hits@k and the cosine hit
rate Cos@k for recommendation lists of lengths k=1 to k=10 as examples. The
curves of BLEU@k and METEOR@k, which are not depicted here, are compa-
rable to the curves of Hits@k and Cos@k, respectively. Figure 3a shows that the
lines from the Hits@1 to the Hits@10 values are rather straight. The likelihood
of finding a—in terms of this metric—suitable recommendation thus increases
linearly with each additional activity in the recommendation list. In the case
of Cos@k (Figure 3b), the curves rise more steeply for smaller lengths of the
recommendation list, which indicates that both approaches are able to rank rec-
ommendations that are semantically similar to the ground truth on the first
positions of the recommendation list.

Ability to generate new activity labels. To investigate the ability of the
approaches to generate new activity labels, i.e., labels that have not been used
in the process models used for training, we performed an in-depth analysis of the
labels recommended by both approaches. Overall, the approaches made a total of
361.430 label recommendations, which corresponds to the number of evaluation
cases (36.143) multiplied by the length of the generated recommendation list
per evaluation case (ten). The proportion of recommended labels that are newly
generated, i.e., do not exist in the process models in the training dataset, is 0 %
for the rule-based approach and 36.2 % for BPART5. In the case of the rule-
based approach, 16.551 of the recommended labels are unique, while BPART5
generated 98.857 unique label recommendations, of which 75.6 % do not exist in
the training dataset.
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Fig. 3: Results for different lengths of the displayed recommendation list

The difference in the unique numbers of generated label recommendations
indicates that BPART5 achieves a higher diversity of recommended labels, while
the rule-based approach is dependent on the knowledge in the process models
used for training and thus more limited in its recommendations. From the per-
centages of newly generated labels, we can conclude that BPART5 is able to
leverage the knowledge contained in the pre-trained language model and recom-
mend activity labels that go beyond the vocabulary of the process models in the
training set. On the one hand, BPART5 performs worse in terms of hit rate for
this reason, on the other hand, this leads to less dependency on the given process
models used for training and therefore a higher semantic accuracy of BPART5.

Handling models with only unseen labels. Finally, we assess how well
BPART5 is able to recommend activity labels for process models that are vastly
different from those included in the training set, i.e., that only consist of un-
seen node labels. In general, such cases represent a considerable challenge for
activity-recommendation approaches, as they face a recommendation task that
is completely unfamiliar to them.

Approach Hits@10 BLEU@10 METEOR@10 cos@10

Sola et al. [47] 0.0070 0.0079 0.0628 0.2892
BPART5 0.0232 0.0963 0.2112 0.4452

Table 4: Results on the subset of evaluation cases with only unseen labels

Out of the total of 36.143 evaluation cases, we found 1.726 evaluation cases
from 589 process models that meet this criterion, i.e., where none of the node
labels in the process model under development were contained in the training
data. We evaluated the approaches on this subset in the same manner as in the
evaluation on the whole set of evaluation cases.

The results of the study are presented in Table 4. While the absolute numbers
of the metrics on this subset are naturally low, due to the challenging nature
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of the cases, the results show that BPART5 clearly outperforms the rule-based
approach on the subset in terms of all metrics. Although the rule-based approach
is restricted to the knowledge in the process model repository, it is able to gener-
ate a few useful recommendations in the form of default label recommendations.
Specifically, it recommends the ten most often used activities of the repository
whenever none of the rules it learned matches the process model under develop-
ment, as is applicable to the cases at hand. Nevertheless, the difference between
the results of both approaches is much larger than on the complete set of eval-
uation cases. This demonstrates that BPART5 is not only the better approach
in terms of semantic accuracy in general, but also the approach of choice when
it comes to recommendations for situations that differ considerably from the
available training data.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented the BPART5 approach for activity-recommendation,
which uses the formal and natural language semantics contained in process mod-
els to enable the application of pre-trained sequence-to-sequence language mod-
els. Our experiments showed that BPART5 outperforms a state-of-the-art rule-
based approach in terms of semantic accuracy, which means that it provides in
general more relevant recommendations. We also demonstrated that BPART5 is
able to deal with input that differs considerably from what it has seen before,
and can even generate label recommendations that go beyond the vocabulary
of the model repository used for training. In this sense, it is the first activity-
recommendation approach that fully leverages pre-trained models from the NLP
domain.

In future work, we would like to address the three main limitations of our
work. First, BPART5 requires node sequences of length l-1 (3 in our experi-
ments) for providing recommendations. In future work, we want to investigate
possible ways to use not only sequences of a particular length but arbitrary se-
quences of the process model under development to generate activity recommen-
dations. Second, BPART5 does not yet incorporate information on task types or
the organizational perspective, which we aim to include by extending BPART’s
verbalization procedure. For example, we could consider information about the
organization, which owns the process model (pool label), or about the roles, sys-
tems or organization’s departments that execute the process (lane labels). Ad-
ditionally, we could also differentiate between gateway splits and gateway joins,
or take edge labels into account. Third, our evaluation used artificial recommen-
dation scenarios, whereas in the future we will study the perceived usefulness of
our recommendations. In addition, similarly to the work by Meilicke et al. [34],
who constructed a method to combine the outcomes of rule-based and latent ap-
proaches for knowledge base completion in a post-processing step, we also aim
to develop an ensemble method that combines our rule-based approach [47] and
BPART5 to generate better activity recommendations.
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